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“Employment Opportunities” (EO) is a job clearinghouse for non-profit organizations. A one-time listing in Positions 
Available for LeadingAge Wisconsin members/subscribers is $50 for a direct reply and $75 for a blind ad. The fee for 
non-members for a onetime listing in Positions Available is $100 for a direct reply and $125 for a blind ad.  
 
Employment Opportunities are typically included in our Member Updates newsletter. Ads submitted also are 
displayed on the LeadingAge Wisconsin website which can be found at:  
www.leadingagewi.org/services-education/employment-opportunities.  
 

 
EO-1015            President & Chief Executive Officer – North Caolina 
 
Deffet Group, Inc. is pleased to have been retained by Salemtowne to conduct an executive search 
for a President & Chief Executive Officer. 
 
Salemtowne is a thriving non-profitLife Plan Community located in Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
that has provided North Carolina with the highest standards and options of care for seniors since 1972. 
Situated on over 120 breathtaking acres featuring 373 customizable residences including senior living 
apartments, retirement cottages, spacious villas, assisted living, memory care assisted living, transitional 
rehabilitation and long-term care, the campus enjoys high occupancy rates and an extensive waitlist. 
Within its mission of promoting the well-being of residents by providing a caring environment, the 
organization promotes respect, hospitality, life-long learning, and love of the arts. The feeling of 
belonging within the Salemtowne community is what most attracts residents to make Salemtowne their 
home. It is home to 340+ residents and employs a dedicated team of approximately 350 staff. Over the 
past eight years, annual revenue has increased from $14 to $40 million and future growth is on the 
horizon. 
 
Salemtowne is searching for a President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to lead its community in 
meeting the needs of the next generation. Reporting to the Board of Trustees, the CEO provides overall 
leadership and strategic direction to Salemtowne, while maintaining excellence in programs, managing 
the community, and cultivating relationships that benefit Salemtowne and enhance its visibility. The 
CEO creates a climate that encourages the development and retention of exceptional talent; embraces 
resident involvement, access, interaction, and well-being; fosters high levels of morale and engagement; 
promotes effective working relationships; prioritizes a high-quality service culture; and cultivates an 
environment that encourages excellence and success. 
 
The successful candidate must have at least five to eight years in an executive/senior leadership position 
in eldercare and/or health care fields, BS/BA or equivalent; advanced degree in a related field highly 
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preferred. Active NC NHA license or ability to obtain also preferred, as well as progressive and 
substantial management experience in a continuing care retirement community. 
 
Candidate nominations or expressions of personal interest may be directed in confidence to 
Elizabeth Feltner, CEO, Deffet Group, Inc., via email: info@deffetgroup.com. 
 


